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Across
1.
7.
8.

10.
11.
13.
14.
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19.
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22.
23.

Unsettled mood in call for priest in a
small world. (3,7)
A person who gave a movie title twice
since 1995. (5)
As ice or tempest shipwrecked girl she
thought her twin lost and thus became him
for a while. (7)
Singer in bed, nameless, is quite the
reverse of greedy. (4)
Lady reading news in article on metal and
merry Windsor marque. (4,4)
At last Daisy will look sweet sitting on it.
(6)
Here's the answer: lower the Dutch
average! (6)
On closed path, or mordant. (8)
Cops apply warmth to numbers 2 and 85.
(4)
Early antigravity boots? How they worked
remains a hermetic secret. (7)
I am going to enclose a slightly confused
adult insect. (5)
At equinox dot matrix conceals chivalrous
romantic. (3,7)
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Down
1. Though not to work on any light
commercial vehicle, even in soft yellow,
he's best remembered for a song about a
vielle player. (7)
2. In this one Roman you'll find all the vices
of the empire. (4)
3. Stress in pitchblende metal before
hundredth part despatched, we hear. (6)
4. Frank Morris could have said it of the
Rock (1979). (1,7)
5. Slow Bogart/Bacall locale —and Susanna
Lo (2000) title (5)
6. George Formby and Bart Simpson denial.
(1, 5,2,2)
9. Golden princess and people joined in
hieratic appointment. (10)
12. Desert area between Baghdad and
Jordanian border. (4,4)
15. Eel a vet treated is put higher up. (7)
16. Where Fred & Madeleine spent their
honeymoon in 1939 — Pulukan, perhaps.
(2,4)
18. A sword, and a small bearer of a special
one. (5)
20. No angel! singer and Carthaginian queen.
(4)
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